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About This Content

Composer Austin Wintory builds on his BAFTA-nominated score to The Banner Saga with yet another large and dramatic
orchestral wind ensemble approach, performed by the Colorado Symphony. The score again features YouTube stars Taylor

Davis, Malukah and Peter Hollens, and introduces a new group, the brilliant Icelandic band Árstíðir.

Track List

01 An Oath, Until The End

02 The World is Breaking

03 Faces to the Wind

04 Minds like Streams and Streams like Minds

05 A Path through the Skies

06 Under the Black Banner

07 Only Snow can Shield the Sun

08 Blades Yearn for Courageous Blood
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09 Promises of Sanctuary

10 The Endlessly Grasping Bogs

11 Descended from Fire

12 Dragons in the Mud

13 Deep into the Rocks

14 Even the Trees can Smell your Blood

15 To the Skies

16 Children of the Fallen

17 Broken Shells

18 From the Shouting Rocks, His Eyes finally Opened

19 Paths Part

20 The Twilight Flight

21 With Eyes to the Endless Sun

22 Walls like Mountains

23 More Stars Tonight than Last Night

24 Threads Unweave

25 Our Steps, To the Night
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dont like it. This game is very minimal but also very clever. The levels are mazes made of invisible floating platforms. As you
try to figure out where the path is you will be mentaly challenged and take a leap of faith with every step. That is the story of
this game it is minimal, the graphics are nothing special, and this is the first game of an small development team. Yet if you take
a leap of faith with it you will not regret the purchase. It has clever and challenging puzzles, unique mechanics, and an effective
story.. Great addictive action-puzzle game, easy to learn, hard to master!
. It's still in development but the controls feel solid as rock to me already. THE BEST RTS EVER !. A blast from the past.
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When you pick music for the game, you probably want to pick something that wasn't in every 2016 youtube video. It also
doesn't loop, so you'll end up playing in silence. So atmospheric. It also looks like this сrap brought them enough cash to drop
the sequel on your head! Unbelievable.. Interesting puzzle game with funny characters. Lots of amazing, tricky and difficult
levels. Spent a little while going through levels, it was quite challenge. The thing I really appreciate is that it has the gamepad
control. Worth buying.. This is one of the best interactive experiences i've ever had. Your choices matter, they have a gravitas in
them that similar "choice games" such as Mass Effect lack, and it's LONG. You'll want to replay the heck out of it trying to get
different endings. Love it! I honestly hope they do a sequel, or at least another story in the same genre.. managed to beat in
about 25 minutes. unique game where you have to beat 100 levels in a row, if you die, you reset. levels are very quick and the
game is easy once you understand how to beat each level. definitely recommend though, solid game for the asking price. This
game is brilliant once you get past the initial hurdles of some technical issues.

It's got amazing voice acting and music, an epic story and great atmosphere. Really feels like the writers created genuine
characters and put time into building the lore.

The environments are jaw-dropping and the animations are stunning.

Navigation is, to put it simply, painful. Once you realise you need to click on the ground it's ok. Character movement is slow, so
if you want to speak to everyone it can take forever...

Less impressed by the combat which felt unnecessary, clunky and more like playing tennis than sword fighting. It didn't bring
anything extra and is probably the only time I didn't buy the animations or audio. A cutscene would have been just as good.
Luckily it is not a frequent game mechanic.

Also not really sure how I feel about 2D characters which most of the time don't fit at all with the rest of the game.

I respect the fact devs have been fixing the biggest issues since the game came out. Maybe they will improve navigation too.
They also released the soundtrack and art book (I love them).

The gameplay isn't difficult and it's not a classic point and click game with puzzles but the story and quality of the animations
make it really worth it. If great performance and stories are what you're after you should get it no questions asked.. You know
when the soundtrack costs more then the game, that it is amazing.. I was crafting some badges and got some coupons and one
was for this game and I was like hmm looks fun and has positive reviews and is really cheap like with that coupon I paid 20
cents for this game XD . I like it , the powerups are cool and its a really cheap game and fun so yea I like it :D. N,just don't buy
it. Well it looks like i'm the first one to post a review.
I'll be honest, it's quite hard to post fair and objective reviews for single developer early access games...

The game does not have a lot of content, i finished this ealy access sneak peak in 1.6 hours and i took my time to take some
screenshots.

Sophont is a bit rough and unpolished atm (ai\/ some animations needs more work) but knowing it was made by only one
person, in my opinion it's worth getting at this low price.
I know paying for an early access which is no promise of seeing the game finished could be a tough choice for many.

To support the developer i will recommand, there's good things to be said about this game but also many problems that needs to
be adressed.

Let's start with the cons:

The beggining of the game may be a bit too slow paced and can feel boring.
The ennemies spawn behind you a lot and it's anoying, they are also shooting non stop with flawless accuracy.
There's not enough ammunitions, it's hard to see and know where they are, many times i had to let myself get killed because i
had no more ammo.

Now the pros:
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The gameplay overall is nice, using the slow motion feel good, same for the other psy powers.
The weapons felt good to use, the blood and dismemberment is nice, brings a good F.E.A.R vibe.
Theres not enough levels but it was expected, the graphics are pretty good.

Overall i enjoyed it even if it's a bit rough, short and have many problems, for a 2 bucks single dev indie project it's alright.
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